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1 The Dynamic 
Competition Framework
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Traditional (“Static”) Competition Policy Perspective

– Competition comes from rivalry within industries and/or from substitute 
products

– Numbers of competitors and entry barriers and other structural issues are 
key indicia of competitive market structure

– Competition drives innovation
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But Dynamic Competition is What Has Always Mattered Most

Implications

1. Innovation drives competition (perhaps more powerfully than competition drives innovation). 

2. The two way causation is absent from competition policy frameworks in the EU and the US.

3. Static competition is “weak tea” compared to dynamic competition… innovation is the 
turbocharger if not the engine of competition. 

“competition from the new commodity, the new technology, the new source 
of supply, the new type of organization— competition which commands a 
decisive cost or quality advantage and which strikes not at the margins of the
profits and the output of existing firms, but at their foundations and their very lives.”

Joseph Schumpeter
1942
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Spillovers and the (Social) Returns to R&D
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Selected Industry-Level Estimates of Private and 
Social Rates of Return to Investment in R&D

Study Sample (Location, 
Size, Time Period)

Within-Industry 
Return

Return in Other 
Industries

Griliches and
Lichtenberg (1984)

United States
193 industries
1959–78

11% to 31% 50% to 90%

Goto and Suzuki
(1989)

Japan
50 industries
1978–83

26% 80%

Bernstein and Nadiri
(1989)

United States
4 industries
1965–78

7% 9% to 13%

Bernstein (1998) Canada
11 industries
1962–89

12.8% 19% to 145%

Bernstein (1998) United States
11 industries
1962–89

16.4% 28% to 167%

Griffith, Redding, and
Van Reenen (2004)

12 OECD countries
12 industries
1974–90

47% to 67% 57% to 105%

Lucking, Bloom, and Van 
Reenen (2019)

United States
1985–2015

14% 58%

Adapted from Teece, 
David J., “The ‘Tragedy of 
the Anticommons’ Fallacy: 
A Law and Economics 
Analysis of Patent 
Thickets and FRAND 
Licensing,” Berkeley 
Technology Law Journal, 
Vol. 32, 2017, p. 1519.



2 The Nature of 
Competition in the 
Digital Sector
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Dynamic Competition Characterises the Digital Sector
– Innovation drives competition as much if not more than competition drives innovation

– Competition comes from multiple directions
› Companies with complements and substitutes both compete for available profits, so competition can 

come from entities positioned vertically, horizontally, and laterally
› Complementors can quickly morph into competitors… perhaps it’s better to see them as competitors 

or at least as potential competitors from the outset?

– Competition for markets is as important, if not more so, than competition within markets

We don’t need a Foogle and a Moogle to compete with Google as much as we 
need (and have) broad spectrum competition (e.g., Google v Amazon v Apple v 

Facebook v Netflix v Microsoft v Disney v PayPal v Salesforce, etc.)
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Systems Thinking is Now Required

– Ecosystems should be the unit of initial analysis… not irrelevant relevant markets

– A change in one part of a system leads to changes elsewhere… competition is for 
economic rents, not market share
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Recognize That New Entry is Quite Possible… If You Have 
Strong Dynamic Capabilities

– New entrants can successfully target particular market segments with 
differentiated offerings, thereby disrupting and challenging bigger players

– “Indirect entry” and competition from complementors 
is very powerful

– With dynamic competition, size alone affords little protection:
› Workstation disrupted mainframes
› PC’s disrupted workstations
› Tablets disrupted laptops

Successful new entrants in tech today are generally not “me too” imitators/emulators 
but firms that innovate in order to meet previously underserved customer needs.
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Serious Omissions in the I.A.’s Economic Analysis
– Fails to understand how competition has changed

› Ignores broad spectrum dynamic competition 

– Fails to analyze negative efforts of the free riding that the DMA permits/requires
› Off-platform contracting free rides on investment in customer acquisition

› Search engine services priced to rivals on a FRAND basis

– Fails to call out the risks associated with curtailing investment in R&D and blunts innovation by incumbent 
platforms
› Turns platform into “essential services” and advances a quasi public utility type regulation

– Assumes that the DMA will cause more R&D to be done in Europe and that the fruits of R&D funded by 
existing tech platforms will continue to be shared

– Fails to recognize that Europe’s problem is in part due to lack of dynamic capabilities and weak 
entrepreneurial proclivities
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3 Policies to Promote 
Dynamic Competition
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Whatever Policy Changes Are Made, Dynamic Competition 
Requires Adherence to Principles that Promote Innovation

– Respect intellectual property rights
– Respect business conduct that keeps “me too” imitators at bay
– Incumbents ought not be required to provide a helping hand to competitors… 

absent exceptional circumstances
– Protect business confidential data
– Price services at a full cost if duties are mandated
– Understand that business failures are often due to the lack of strong dynamic 

capabilities
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The DMA puts all of these principals at risk.



Assessment of the DMA and the I.A.

–Any study that assumes it’s own conclusions is deeply flawed.

–The I.A. is a tour de force in static analysis that ignores all of the key 
elements of vibrant innovation ecosystems.

› Europe is using the Impact Assessment as a palliative to sleep walk into a 
future it doesn’t want.

› Europe needs digital transformation; the DMA will retard it. The Impact 
Assessment indirectly (and paradoxically) proves it.
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4 Deep Dive into the 
Impact Assessment
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Benefits: The Pillars of the Impact Assessment

1. GDP growth
2. Employment
3. Innovation
4. Benefits from investments in R&D 

spending
5. Consumer surplus
6. Competition
7. Internal Market fragmentation
8. Cross-border trade
9. Fairness
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1. GDP Growth

– I.A. conclusion: EUR 12 – 23 billion annual GDP growth
–Analysis based on input-output modeling
–Model operationalized by assuming private R&D spending in specific 

ITC categories doubles in each Member State over peak levels from 
prior years

–No analysis of effects of DMA requirements on innovation
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3. Innovation

“Financial resources that could be invested in R&D are diverted to mergers 
and acquisitions (M&A), which results in higher market concentration 
instead of improvements in the quality and quantity of products and 
services for consumers. This pattern of innovation dedicated to competing 
'for the market' has a detrimental effect on consumer choice and surplus.”

Impact Assessment Part  2, p. 60 (emphasis added)
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3. The I.A.’s Analysis of Innovation
–Conclusion: innovation spending increase between EUR 221 billion 

and EUR 323 billion over 10 years
–Analysis assumes euro-for-euro M&A spending displacement of R&D 

spending for M&A spending over baseline levels
–Cashflows (from profits) are the biggest driver of R&D spend
– It is hard to imagine that GAFAM are financially constrained in the 

manner suggested by the I.A.
–M&A activity may increase R&D spending by provide funding for 

smaller entities with more limited or more costly access to credit 
markets
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Can you identify the peak M&A years?
Figure 7 from the Annexes to the Impact Assessment

Figure 7. R&D investment by companies (2015-2019) in USD million

Source: Statista 
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Can you identify the peak M&A years?
Figure 7 from the Annexes to the Impact Assessment

Figure 7. R&D investment by companies (2015-2019) in USD million

Source: Statista 

Answer: The peak M&A 
years are 2017 and 2019.
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7. Internal Market Fragmentation

– I.A. conclusion: expand cross-border trade by EUR 92.8 billion 
annually

–Member States would not need their own legislation
› Pursuing different legislative solutions across Member States would lead to 

frictions that in the “extreme scenario” would stop cross-border platform-
based trade

–The EUR 92.8 billion figure assumes the DMA maintains the current 
level of trade

–No analysis of the impact of the individual DMA requirements
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The Flipside: Costs
The costs addressed in the I.A. are administrative:
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Entity Costs (annual, EUR) Staffing (FTE)
The Commission 6.4 – 18.2 million 30 – 90
National Authorities 4.3 – 6.0 million 2.5 – 3.0
Platforms 9.87 – 23.25 million 20

The costs for platforms are for compliance officers and responding to 
information requests. The analysis excludes costs for re-engineering 

platforms, re-designing business models, etc.



Analysis of Direct and Indirect Costs

“Potentially important  indirect impacts should also  be considered, 
i.e. positive or negative consequences that are incidental to the 
main purpose of the initiative….”

Guidelines on impact assessment” § 2.5.11 (Question 5: What are the impacts of the 
different policy options and who will be affected?)
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Not Addressed: Costs for Ecosystem Users and the Broader 
Economy
– Impacts on innovation

› Direct effects: potential for lost R&D spending and resulting innovations
› Indirect effects: potential for lost innovation spill-overs

– I.A. assumes that platforms will conduct business as usual (“more 
contestability and competition would not change the business model”)

– If you change part of a system, there can be effects elsewhere in the system
– Reduced network effects
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The I.A.’s analysis assumes that promoting free riding is beneficial, 
which is counter to everything taught in microeconomics classes.
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